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MERCS Starter Kits are here! In one easy to stock and easy to sell package, players can get everything they need to 

start playing one of the most exciting miniature games around. MERCS is a fantastic sci-fi  tabletop miniature game. 

It is fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics and is supported by award-winning dynamic miniatures. 

IT HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER TO JOIN THE CAUSE. 

NOW IS THE TIME!
Starter Kits measure 6 x 4 x 3. Each kit contains six unpainted miniatures, six dice, a game deck, and an expanded quickstart rules reference sheet. 

The boxes are easy to stock, taking up less than one-quarter of the room of the equivalent number of blisters, and are sealed to protect against theft 

and damage. The boxes were specifi cally created to sit on a shelf or, by pulling out the perforated tab, hang from a wall hook.

MERCS Starter Kits are colorful with vibrant visuals that draw in customers. The boxes are high quality, thick cardboard with high-gloss printing. 

Each kit has a unique UPC on the back and part number on the front. 

No longer do you need 30 skus and a large amount of shelf space; everything a prospective buyer needs is included.

EASIER TO ORDER. EASIER TO STOCK. EASIER TO SELL. 

GROUP PACKAGING
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Pop out hanger fl ap

Part #

High gloss print quality

Box contents clearly identifi ed 
and supported with visuals 

Colored d10 with MERCS logo Award winning models

Sealed 10 card 
pack included

INSIDE YOU GET
6 dynamic, award-winning 
MERCS Miniatures w/bases

6 faction color offi cial MERCS logo d10s

1 faction specifi c 10 card Game Deck

1 expanded MERCS quickstart game rules
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: CCC Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA701

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: KemVar Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA702

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: USCR Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA703

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: FCC Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA704

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: sefadu Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA705

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA
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The 5v5 nature of the game means each member of your MERCS squad is vital to your success. The high stakes nature of the combat lends importance to every 

move. Games last 60-90 minutes. If you are into scenario based combat or tournament style play, MERCS is the future.

MERCS utilizes a unique card based as both reference and a means to measure. This streamlined approach means games are faster, with less rule-lawyering, 

providing a dynamic feel with combat that ebbs and fl ows.

GAMEPLAY

MERCS is a fantastic near future Sci-Fi tabletop skirmish game. Fast moving, with a strong emphasis on good tactics, and supported by ultra dynamic miniatures, 

MERCS teaches inexperienced players solid fundamental gaming skills and rewards good players with advanced realistic combat action.

OVERVIEW

Title: Keizai Waza Starter Pack

Product Code: MMA706

Manufacturer Code: MCX

Price: $64.99

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Country of Origin: USA




